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Abstract 

The Barong Landung dance drama is revered for its artistic and philosophical values as a Balinese religious sacred 
artform. Visually, Barong Landung is designed in the form of giant dolls/puppets that measure three-meters high and 
80-cm wide. Typically parading as a pair, they are made in the form of a man and woman. Its existence is believed to 
have spiritual and supernatural powers, therefore, it has implicit and explicit functions and values for people to 
receive inward-born salvation and blessings. As a classical artform it is influenced by folk and high art cultural values 
representing the place where Barong Landung dance drama is created, lives, and develops. It has functions and 
meanings that do not serve merely as entertainment but also as an event that enacts spiritual guidance and social 
order. 
This study aims at identifying and understanding the functions and meanings of Barong Landung dance drama in the 
village of Singapadu in the regency of Gianyar. Its implications for having social and cultural impact is documented via 
interviews, observation, and documented and analyzed with critical theories from cultural studies.The results of the 
research show that the functions and meanings of this performance run along a continuum from magical/religious 
protection, to axiomatic solutions for healing. The dance drama may be commissioned as payment for avow, as a rain 
maker and even to ward of pestilence and disease. In this way, it is a performative artform that displays morals and 
virtues that have positive implications for nurturing its community.Through its artistic and philosophical values, it 
provides guidance, enlightenment in life. The symbols used in Barong Landung dance drama lead devotees to strive 
for unconditional love, wisdom, and gloriousness. It also honors spiritual values and maintains a harmonious life 
between humans, their environment, and the God /Ida Sang Hyang Widhi. 
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I. Introduction 
 
Barong Landung dance drama is one of traditional arts whose form of performance is very 
different compared to other performing arts in Bali. It is classified into traditional art because it 
has endured a very long historical journey and is influenced naturally by elements of folk art and 
cultural values of the place where this dance drama was born, lives, and developes. The 
performance of this dance drama has different style in one place from another in Bali. Each style 
has high artistic and philosophical values that make the art have its own characteristics and 
attracttion as its identities. The diversity of styles found in this dance drama is the trademark 
characteristic, which makes each performance of this art unique, interesting and impressive. 
Through the quality, trademark, and attraction of its show, this art can preserve its existence in 
the socio-cultural life of the Balinese. It has important functions and meanings that surely do not 
serve merely as entertainment but also as a performance, guidance, and order. 
 
Visually, Barong Landung is one of tens of Barong types, a three-meter-high and 80-cm-wide giant 
doll/puppet. It is made in the form of a couple, man and woman.  The man puppet, named Jero 
Gede, has a spooky, haunted, angry face, dark black skin, braids/gimbrang hairstyle, and keris 
(traditional weapon). The woman puppet, named Ratu Ayu, has a beautiful face, slanted eyes, 
outward forehead, tied white hair, and yellow skin like a Chinese.  Technically and proportionally, 
it is made in such a way that a dancer can dance with it. Jero Gede, a stern character, is danced by 
one dancer and Ratu Ayu, an elegant, gentle, and wise character is also danced by one dancer.  
What makes interesting when performed is fresh humor that entertains the people who are 
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watching it. Especially in the first part of the performance it is performed telling a story of husband 
and wife who undergo their dynamic, ups and downs marriage life. Performed in beautiful body 
movement, songs, dialogues a romantic situation, actual and contextual atmosphere, as well as 
with full of humor, this performing art always makes the audience laugh. 
 
As a customary and religious performance, it is not played at any place and time. It is played only 
on good days (dewasa ayu) based on traditional Balinese calendar calculation and in places that 
are considered sacred as well as for certain mystical religious purposes. Each play is always done 
with a ritual ceremony and offerings (upakara) according to the beliefs of its devotee community. 
Therefore, based on its function, this performance can be considered as sacred art or wali and 
bebali art. Religiously, Barong Landung is made through a ritual process. It is functioned as a 
sacred thing (pretima), a sacred symbol used as a means of worshiping God/Ida Sang Hyang Widhi 
by the people who embrace Hindu in Bali. Thus, to become a dancer, one must take on particular 
ritual processes, which are according to the customs and beliefs of the respective community. 
These processes are called mawinten, which is self-purification. It is requires the performers to be 
good at dancing, singing, acting, and to have adequate experience and strong stamina. Each 
performance of Barong Landung in Bali is believed by the community to have supernatural power. 
It is, therefore, implicitly and explicitly believed to have functions and meanings regarding the 
efforts of the community to receive blessing or salvation and protection for all citizens and their 
regions (Arts Development Project of the Education and Culture Regional Offices Bali Province, 
1981/1982:74). 
Looking at the Barong Landung dance drama in Singapadu Village, Sukawati Sub Regency, Gianyar 
Regency, Bali Province as the object of this research, it is generally the same as the others but 
when it is studied more deeply, it will be seen that there are significant differences in 
choreography, artistic features, functions and meaning. This is because the Hindu followers in Bali 
implement Hindu teachings flexibly based on the customs and beliefs of the people in a certain 
region. The many ways of the Hindu followers in Bali in implementing faithfully the teachings that 
they believe through artistic performances are supernaturally believed to provide protection, 
peace, safety, tranquility, and physical and mental health for the people and their regions. Those 
differences are the forms of artistic expressions, which are the reflections of the supple 
community encouraging each of its members to creatively express their faith in God (Ida 
SangHyang Widhi) and at the same time fostering dynamic religion’s ritual art performances based 
on the ethic, logic, aesthetic and practice of Bali culture. 
 
From the description above, it is seen that in Bali, particularly in Singapadu village, Barong 
Landung dance drama has important and noble functions and meanings. This dance drama has to 
be preserved, nurtured and developed based on the traditional customs, beliefs and socio-cultural 
values of each region in the forms of both audio-visual and scientific papers/writings.  Therefore, I 
realized that it is urgent to preserve this art performance of Singapadu village through a scientific 
writing entitled "The Spiritual Function and Axiomatic Meaning of Barong Landung Dance Drama 
In Bali ". There are two interesting and important things to study; fierst, the function and the 
meaning of this dance drama to the life of the people in Singapadu village. Second, their 
implications/implication in the socio-cultural life of the people of Bali, especially the people of 
Singapadu village. 
 
II. Research Method 
 
The method used in this research was qualitative method and the data were collected through the 
method of library research and field research. Library research was done to collect secondary data, 
which were in the form of previous studies and references, audio visual recordings: cassettes, 
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videos, films, and photographs. Field research was done to obtain primary data through 
interviews, observation, and documentation. The data collected were then classified and clarified 
based on their relevance, functions, and potentials by means of open coding, axial coding, and 
selective coding. The data were then analyzed in an eclectically with the theories in cultural 
studies. The research was conducted in Singapadu Village, Sukawati Sub Regency, Gianyar 
Regency, Bali Province.  
 
III. The Spiritual Function 
 
Spirituality is spiritual life that is coveted by everyone who runs into self-inquiry in the silence of 
thought, deed and words. Spiritual aspirants are the ones who look for God in themselves, the 
people who find affection based on divine truth. Those are the people who have found the 
ultimate peace wise people call it Parama Shanti. The state of mind that is fully self-sufficient in 
itself, and then possessing willingness to spread love is the enlightenment that is always 
strengthened and highly respected. People who pursue high spirituality have inner characteristics 
that have been neatly arranged inside in which there a sacred place as the peak of secret offerings 
called patience, wisdom and magnificence. According to Gede Prama (2011: 68) patience is the 
highest form of self-control (tapa brata). Patience eliminates all enemies. When scorned, the 
patient person is actually being initiated (abhiseka). When reviled, the patient person’s bad deed 
(karma) is actually being purified. When humiliated but smiling, the patient person is practicing 
secret spiritual teachings. Furthermore Gede Prama (2011: 68) says that, in the eyes of ordinary 
people, the man with this secret offering looks miserable, yet deep within himself, he is carrying 
out contemplation and concentration (Guru Yoga), especially by maintaining the balance of nature 
and life. This is the ultimate peace offering (parama shanti). 
 
Conventionally, the performance of Barong Landung dance drama for Singapadu villagers has 
spiritual functions. The villagers believe that it spreads positive energy, the energy of restraint 
(desire), which is built by a fortress of patience, sharpened by the spirit of solemnity, always 
produces profoundness and sublimation, filled with chambers of sanctity, and loaded with divine 
signs. This spirit is considered capable of providing pleasure, happiness but should be through self-
surender, obedience, and discipline in living the values of truth (dharma). All of these beliefs are 
constructed by the values implied in this dance drama which stems from the literary values and 
holy books of Hindu, purana and hitihasa. 
 
However, in this globalization era such values of spirituality are considered a kind of leading us 
back to a kind of romanticism, conservatism,  the old world that is stagnant, mythological, does 
not have energy to change, not progressive, has zero utopia, and does not possess ambitious 
thinking and future plans. Returning to spirituality means denying any desirable things, speed, 
pleasure, and fascination (Piliang, 2006: 500-501). Piliang (2006: 501) adds that nowadays society’s 
social life is driven by the energy of desire, controlled by speed machine, which is filled with noisy 
voice, run by panic life model, loaded with the object and images of banal, covered by shallow and 
superficial forms, and embelished by millions of simulacrums. However, for Singapadu villagers, 
like the other Balinese, generally embrace the balance of energy in the nature of openness and are 
flexible to receive influence of various eras. Historically, the Balinese have understood that their 
religion and culture are formed through acculturation, inculturation, and assimilation from various 
eras and cultures. This has crystallized into a religious and mystical socio-cultural identity. 
Therefore, with the concept of balance, the life of Singapadu village in this globalization era can 
maintain harmony, harmony among the humans, harmony between human and environment, and 
harmonious between man and God. The three forms of the harmony are called Tri Hitakarana. It 
will continue to grow and shape the dynamics of community life in accordance with the demands 
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of the current era. However, those developments are not adoptive but adaptive based on 
traditional Balinese’ cultural values. 
 From the description above, it can be seen that Barong Landung dance drama in Singapadu 
village has essential functions in the life of the villagers. Through its artistic and philosophical 
values, provides guidance, enlightenment, and holiness in life towards enlightenment, beauty, 
harmony, and peace. As a form of formal sanctity in religion, the symbols found in the play can 
lead the adherents to achieve holiness in the form of love. Consequently, it is can be a role model 
and guidance in daily life of the villagers.  
 
A. The Function as Wali and Bebali Dance 
 
From the perspective of function, Barong Landung dance drama, as a wali and bebali dance, is 
performed through mystical religious rituals. It is performed for customary and religious purposes 
in ceremonies such as; temple ceremony (odalan) of the temples in Singapadu village, Galungan 
and Kuningan days, and the others. It is categorized as wali and bebali dance because it is used as 
a means of the sacred ceremonies, performed on good days and holy days according to Balinese 
calendar, and in the most sacred area of the temple in front of the place where the Gods reside.  
The important features of a dance that is classified as a wali dance are; (1) the Barong Landung 
dance drama is performed at the most sacred temple’s yard, (2) it uses sacred offerings (upakara) 
and equipments, (3) it is made sacred and sanctified, (4) it is performed to receive blessing and 
avoid misfortune, (5) it uses offerings and is performed as a religion’s ritual, (6) it is mystical and 
religious, (7) it is undergoing the sacralization processes based on the customs and beliefs of each 
region, and (8) it is performed on good days (dewasa ayu) based on Balinese calendar.  
 
The element that is also important in the performance of this dance drama with its function as a 
wali is the performers, the dancers and the music instrument players. Before they perform, they 
must do purification rituals, which are called mewinten, prayascista, and mepasupati. Mewinten 
ceremony is kind of permission and sanctification of the performers before Ida Bhatara Barong 
Landung to get protection when to serving Him. Prayascista ceremony is conducted for cleansing 
the stains that exist in every performer because of his or her words, deed, and thought. Pasupati 
ceremony is to ask for God’s blessings, that is pleading to God (Ida Sang Hyang Widhi) to bestow 
the players and all elements of the show blessings of supernatural power and religious spritual 
spirit. The Balinese strongly believe that Pasupati ceremony can make all elements sacred, 
spirited, and have supernatural power so that the performance charismatic, artistic, philosophical, 
and vivid (metaksu). 
It is also classified into bebali dance as it has fulfilled artistic, philosophical, mystical and religious 
values criteria. Bebali is a performing art that has functions as a part of religious ceremonies in 
Bali. This kind of art is usually performed at the central yard of a temple in the form of drama, 
which is based on strongly adhered traditional norms. In Bali there are various performing arts 
that are classified into bebali such as dramatari gambuh, dramatari topeng (mask), dramatari 
wayang wong, dramatari parwa, dramatari barong landung and some other dances that until now 
have been preserved in accordance with the traditions and customs (adat) of each region. It is 
classified into bebali because; (1) It is performed through religious rituals, (2) It is usually 
performed in the central part of the temple. It can also be performed outside the temple or 
ngelawang, at the place which is considered haunted and sacred. It can even be performed in rice 
fields to avoid marana and invites rain, (3) it uses story, plot, and characterization, and refers to 
traditional Balinese norms, (4) it undergoes sacralization processes. (5) It is performed on good 
days (dewasa ayu) based on Balinese calendar calculations, and (6) it is mystical and religious. 
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B. The Function as Magical Religious 
 
Talking about magical things brings us to discussion about something mystical and something that 
cannot be explained rationally/logically. This is because the term magical lexically means 
supernatural power owned by someone, sorcery, and rites as found in a holy ceremony. In Hindu 
religion perspective there are magical religion/religious and mystical religion/religious. Magical 
religious is the union of the soul with the universal soul or God. Someone who is at the level of 
magical religious surely has silent mind and resides in the silence of the Divine. Mystic is the force 
in the universe and it can be positive and negative. This is unlike the tranquility/serenity of magical 
religious. This mystical religious requires impulse through the human body and this causes 
possession. If it is positive, it means he or she is possessed by the high spirit (penghuni dunia atas), 
that is God. If it is negative, he or she is surely possessed by a lower/bad spirit/roh bawah, such as; 
devil, gamang, tonya, and the others which are considered to have low spiritual values. Someone 
who is possessed by negative spirit can be seen from his or her behavior such as; fierce, violent, 
and like to challenge someone else. Conversely, if someone has positive knowledge, they must 
have wise attitude because knowledge itself is wisdom. When a person is wise, he or she must 
have not only wise thought and actions but also wise behavior. This reflects high level of mental 
integrity. 
J Q Frezer (in Koentjaraningrat, 1990: 231-232) says that human solve the problems in their life 
with their rational thinking and knowledge system, but they have limit. If they cannot solve their 
problems with their reason, they solve them with magical power, which is a belief in religious 
magical power. Such belief is still well preserved in Bali because the Balinese believe that there is 
not perfect human, only God who is perfect. The occultism practiced by the Balinese, which is a 
belief that an object possesses supernatural power is still present and has been growing more 
strongly until now. The belief in both positive and negative supernatural power is still maintained 
in the socio-culture of Bali because it is supported by the spiritual nature of Bali. In the daily life of 
the Balinese, there are positive values that control community’s behavior in the form of 
deliberation, agreement, mutuality, and faith based on morals and virtues. So, Barong Landung 
dance drama is believed to have supernatural power that has functions in social and culture, as 
well as leads the community towards faithful and spiritual life. 
 
C. The Function of Offering 
 
One of the typical charateristics of Bali is its people’s daily life, which is full of offerings. Their 
parents teach them to give not only offering (banten) but also dances, carvings, paintings, and 
other arts, and even their life as offerings. Barong Landung dance drama is not only a cultural 
attraction whose function is merely to entertain people, but there are functions and spiritual and 
intellectual meanings in it. Actually, all of the art forms that have different functions in Balinese 
society, whether it is religious or secular, ordered and pure creativity, are for the Balinese 
conducted with the same spirit "giving the offerings". The performance of this dance drama 
actually serves as a basic media to grow a sense of love. Because knowing and understanding the 
sense of love as well as awareness of responsibility is the basis of growth and development of art 
appreciation and creativity towards the development of the variety of personalized art and 
culture. It is a form of art, which is an expression of Balinese artists based on deep 
contemplation/soul. Love, sincere and honesty in producing arts are basically manifestation of 
their total efforts to give oferrings the Supreme Creator, the government, sociaty, and art lovers.  
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Plat 1. The Barong Landung with offering for the temple ceremony 
 
Barong Landung dance drama as one art performances is a spiritual call, which is based on 
Balinese norms and beliefs that one must be responsible for in the seen and unseen world. In the 
seen world, this art artistically, with its values, norms and rules, has an important role in the life of 
the community that maintains it, both as an entertainment or a spectacle and as enlightenment or 
guidance. Through the beauty of its performance, it makes the life of its community calm, happy 
and peaceful. Similarly, through its meanings, theme, quality, messages and philosophical values, 
the performance can provide enlightenment, guidance, character building, and moral for its 
community. 
 
In the unseen world, it is an "offering", artistic activity and creativity that are made sincerely for 
Almighty God/Ida Sang Hyang Widi Wasa. In  Hindu, these things are called yadnya. Yadnya is a 
sacred sacrifice done sincerely by the Hindus for Ida Sang Hyang Widhi Wasa/Almighty God 
(Mantra, 1989:7). Yadnya is classified into five categories, namely: dewa yadnya, butha yadnya, 
resi yadnya, manusa yadnya and pitra yadnya. The implementation of each yadnya is not 
separated from art offerings.  Barong Landung dance drama as an offering is constructed and 
created through the sacralization process in a religious-mystical way. The artist, based on his 
beliefs, presents his work sincerely and that is his best work. For Balinese people, including the 
artists of Singapadu village, offerings are the main spirit in producing artistic creativity and all 
other activities. Moreover, the spirit of giving offerings in the form of art works, which are born 
from love and spiritual civilization, has the values of siwam (holiness and spirituality), satyam 
(truth, loyalty, honesty and sincerity), and sundaram (harmony, beauty, and peacefull). The aim of 
this spirit is to strengthen the belief and srada bakti to Ida Sang Hyang Widi Wasa/Almighty God. 
Overall, this dance drama which is performed for ritual ceremonies and religious activities or 
yadnya, is based on the values of offerings that are implemented in religious and mystic processes. 
Customary and religious-mystic-cultural activities with their various artistic works have made Bali 
famous all over the world with such designations as the island of Gods and the island of paradise.  
 
 
IV. Axiomatic Meanings  
A.  As Protection 
 
The Balinese believe that in the months when Galungan Day is celebrated Goddess (Dewi) Durga 
descended to the world, manifesting to SangHyang Kala Tiga, to take a human as a sacrifice. At 
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that time Barong Landung is performed from one place to another around Singapadu village and 
often outside the village. Through ritual processes the performance is to protect the region and 
the people living in it from disturbance made by Dewi Durga and her followers. This kind of play is 
called “ngelawang”, a performance that is done door to door to every house of the villagers and in 
places that are considered sacred. The villagers in the house, with their offerings and ceremony 
equipments, sincerely and faithfully ask Betara Barong Landung to dance in front of their house so 
that they get health, safety, peace, and physical and mental security. It is told in lontar barong 
swari that Dewa (God) Siwa wanted to know the loyalty and love of His wife, Dewi Uma. He 
pretended to have illness that is difficult to cure. Then He sent his wife to the world to find cow 
milk as the cure of His illness. Dewi Uma did Her duty wholeheartedly but in the world She found it 
difficult to get the cow milk. At that moment Dewa Siwa turned Himself into a cow breeder to test 
Her loyalty. Dewa Siwa disguising Himself as a penggembala sapi seduced Dewi Uma to do 
adultery for the milk. In heaven Dewi Uma gave the cow’s milk to Dewa Siwa with uneasy feeling. 
Dewa Siwa was immediately angry and cursed Dewi Uma, turned Her to Dewi Durga, and sent Her 
to the world. This was because Dewi Uma was not loyal to Him and could not control herself.  
Disease or deadly epidemic was then spreading rampantly to everywhere. Lines of corpses were 
brought to graveyards and human were very scared. In that harsh situation Dewa Tri Murti: Dewa 
Brahma, Dewa Wisnu, and Dewa Iswara descended to the world to rescue the human who were in 
the edge of destruction. Dewa Brahma turned into red mask dance (topeng bang), Dewa Wisnu 
turned into telek dance (topeng petak), and Dewa Iswara turned into Barong dance. Together, 
Dewa Trimurti purified (meruwat) the nature through the performance of ngelawang. Finally, 
They expelled evil spirits created by Dewi Durga and Her followers. The evil spirits escaped in fear 
and the nature was back to normal, epidemic was gone, the world was safe, and human could live 
in peace. Since then, the people have believed that whoever wants to be protected by Dewa 
Trimurti, he or she has to give offering to Barong Landung when doing ngelawang.  
 
Based on what is written in lontar barong swari, it can be concluded that Barong Landung is for 
the protection of the people and their regions, and also believed as the manifestation of Ida Sang 
Hyang Widhi in the form of Tri Murti. Doing ngelawang is believed that it can give the people and 
their regions protection from disease outbreak (epidemic), which is made by evil spirits. Evil spirits 
that are spread by Dewi Durga and Her followers are expelled through red mask dance 
performance, white mask dance performance and Barong Landung performance. These rituals are 
all magical-religious performances. 
 

 
Plat 2. Barong Landung gos in procession to the ocean before the temple ceremony begin. 
 
Barong Landung dance drama is performed in the form of ngelawang every Galungan and 
Kuningan days, this is believed to have axiomatic meaning as a protection, and also taken out from 
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its stana to go around the village at night on every kajeng kliwon (the sacred day for physical and 
spiritual purification). The people of Singapadu village believe that kajeng kliwon is the most 
sacred and haunted day. Is associated with black magic, evil spirits and scary things. The elders of 
the village are always reminding the other villagers that every kajeng kliwon day they must be 
more careful with their steps, activities and mobility especially at around 19:00 o’clock, which is 
called sandikala time by the Balinese. This is the transition time between afternoon and evening. 
They also must be careful with their activities outside the house at 12.00 noon. At this time the 
sun is right above the human head which is called kalinepet time (transition time from morning to 
afternoon). At this time Dewa Kala and His followers go out looking for prey especially children. 
Some expressions of vigilance made by the elders in Bali about the magical power of kajeng kliwon 
among other things are; (1). Ede pesu, ile-ile daat, jani rahinan kajeng kliwon, which means, “do 
not go out, it is very dangerous, because it is kajeng kliwon day now.” (2). Ede ngawag-ngawag 
pesu disandikalane, jani rahinan kajeng kliwon, which means, “do not go out haphazardly/without 
any alert at the transition time between afternoon and evening, because it is kajeng kliwon day 
now.” (3) Alit-alite ede pesu di kalinepete jani rahinan kajeng kliwon, bakal sengkala ditadah olih 
Dewa Kala, which means, “children, do not go out at the time of transition time between day and 
afternoon because it is kajeng kliwon day now, you will become the prey for Dewa Kala.” (4) alit-
alite de ngawag-ngawag ngidih nasi di pisage, dadongne bisa ngeliak, which means, “children, do 
not eat in a certain neighbors’ house because the grandmother who lives in that house can do 
black magic. There are many more scary and frightening words about kajeng kliwon day that are 
spread in the community. Moreover, kajeng kliwon day is closely related the act of people who 
pursue black magic (liak) power of it day made momentum for these people to prove his ability is 
not even rarely used to do evil. 
 
However, behind the haunted kajeng kliwon, according to Guru Darsana, this day has important 
meaning to life cycle in maintaining the balance and harmony. Kajeng kliwon is a triwara meeting 
of pasah, peteng, and kajeng with pancawara, namely; umanis, paing, pon, wage, and kliwon. The 
combination of kajeng and kliwon is the center of the rise of natural energy. This combination 
occurs every fifteen days in Balinese calendar. In astrological perspective it is the turn of the sun 
and the moon that occurs every mid-month. This is the transition between dead moon (tilem) and 
full moon (purnama). Scientifically, natural energy is accumulated when this phenomenon, that 
involves Earth, Moon, and Sun, takes place.  This energy impacts the nature. It is believed that this 
energy affects the life and characters of human on kajeng kliwon depending on the mind of each 
person. 
 
In Bali, kajeng kliwon day is also believed as a union day between Dewa and Bhutakala (evil 
spirits). Therefore, Hindu followers in Bali give offerings to the Gods in order to receive grace from 
them and to Bhutakala so that the evil spirits do not disturb or bring negative effects to human. 
According to this religious magical tradition, children are not allowed to leave home during 
sandikala (time of transition between afternoon and night) and during kalinepet (transition time 
between day and afternoon) on kajeng kliwon day. It has been mythologically believed as the 
requirement from Dewa Siwa to His son Dewa Kala is, one of the things that He can prey when He 
needs sacrifice is the soul (atma) of children who are out of the house during sandikala and 
kalinepet. The Hindus throughout Bali still believe this. 
 
In Singapadu village the sacred atmosphere of kajeng kliwon day, as mentioned above, is also felt. 
There are, many types of ceremonies held one of which is sacred sacrifice ceremony (mecaru) in 
the yard of the house, at intersections (satuspata), at monuments, and in other sacred places. 
Related to the sacred sacrifice ceremony on kajeng kliwon day in Singapadu village, is sesuhunan 
Barong Landung that are taken to go around (tedun melancaran) all areas of Singapadu village 
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whose purpose is to watch, protect and take care of all citizens of Singapadu village.  It usually 
starts at about 11:00 pm to 5:00 am accompanied by 15 to 20 young people. The targeted areas 
(objects) are all places that are considered haunted, especially the places where the people who 
have black magic usually visit, and the places that are believed to have/having a relation with the 
followers of Queen Gede Mecaling from Nusa Penida Island such as rurung jempahit, graveyards, 
and crossroads that are considered haunted and sacred. The villagers of Singapadu believe that by 
taking Barong Landung to the streets to go around their entire village, they will be blessed with 
inner peace and serenity and protected from the disturbance sent by black magic (liak). So they 
believe that all negative things can be defeated by the spiritual power of Barong Landung. 
 
B. As Axiomatic Meaning Of Solution 
 
It is a supernatural solution that is believed as the most correct and sacred/holy value. In other 
words, everything that has been decided by the villagers based on holy words of sesuhunan 
Barong Landung is the absolute truth, there can be no doubt about its true value.  The function 
and meaning of this solution are surely magical and religious. The people believe this as the words 
of Bhatara or God. Any violation will cause harm and other unwanted things. Therefore, all the 
decisions that come from the words of Bhatara are holy words from Barong Landung. The words 
are always higly appreciated, and considered sacral and divine. The solution is usually got through 
a ritual process in which a person is possessed (kerauhan). It is believed that he or she is possessed 
by a spirit that is able to him or her tell the other villagers what are meant by the holy words of 
Bhatara Barong Landung. The person that is possessed is called a "tapakan" or an intermediary. 
The holy words are sometimes heard clearly, easy to understand, and are about current problems 
in the community, but sometimes the words are not clear.  To understand those words the 
villagers trust the people who are considered to have/having high spirituality and holy such as 
pendeta, pemangku (priest), the local kids under 10 to interpret the holy words.  
 
As told by Mangku Jagung, a priest of Batara Barong Landung in Banjar Kebon, Singapadu village is, 
Banjar Kebon had ever lost the gamelan riong. When some villagers opened the cloth used to 
cover the set of gamelan to practice playing the traditional music instrument, they found mencon 
riong (instrument) had gone.  It made all villagers panic citizens become panic and the leader of 
mucission reported it to administrative village head (kelian dinas). The leader tried very hard to 
find gamelan (mencon riong). Although he tried many ways to find it, asking all the people living 
near the village, holding meetings and issuing sanctions, and asking paranormals, etc, all efforts he 
had done could not find the lost gamelan. The situation then got worse because suspicion among 
villagers emerged.    
 
To solve such a problem, the villagers held an emergency meeting that resulted in a decision that 
they would ask Ida Batara Barong Landung for giving them guidance (mapinunas). On kajeng 
kliwon day all villagers had prepared all of the things for ceremony, which was for asking humbly 
to give His holy words (nunas baos). But on that day, Ida Batara Barong Landung did not give the 
words. The villagers did not give up. They held the same ceremony on good day (dewasa ayu) 
according to Balinese calendar and right under the full moon.  What was needed by the villagers 
was given. Through a tapakan, Ida Batara Barong Landung granted His holy words telling that one 
of His followers (ancangan) took the gamelan because he did not have a holy place to reside 
(berstana).  The gamelan would be given back within one month and seven days if the villagers 
built a holy place for His follower. All of the villagers strongly believed the holy words of Batara 
Barong Landung and immediately built a holy place in the central yard of the temple in the village. 
A few days after the holy place was built something illogical happened. It was a miracle. When the 
villagers who wanted to play gamelan in a ceremony held in temple of Maksan Buda Kliwon 
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located in eastern part of Singapadu village, the lost riong instrument was found at its place. That 
surely made all villagers astonished and wonder. Then the situation became peaceful again and 
the villagers were happy and feel safe. Their faith to the spiritual 8power of Ida Batara Barong 
Landung became stronger (interview, 15 October 2018).  
 
I experienced a problematic situation where my family and I were involved in it. In 2000 there was 
a misunderstanding between the villagers of Banjar Kebon and the villagers of Banjar Sengguan. I 
myself am a villager of Banjar Sengguan. The problem began with a misunderstanding about 
"cuntaka", a tradition done Singapadu village and other villages in Bali. Cuntaka is a person who is 
not allowed to come to the holiest yard of pura/temple because he or she is still in mourning 
situation and dirty both physically and spiritually, one of his or her family just died, in 
menstruation, just gave birth, just married, etc. The villagers of Banjar Kebon asked permission to 
use a place that belonged to Banjar Sengguan. They wanted to perform kecak dance for a tourist 
attraction. When the dance was being performed, a villager of Banjar Kebon and who was in 
cuntaka condition entered the holiest place in the temple located in Banjar Sengguan. For the 
villagers of Banjar Sengguan, it was impuring their holy place. They asked Banjar Kebon villagers to 
hold sacrifice ceremony (mecaru) to cleanse the temple from negative things that had been 
brought by a cuntaka. The villagers of Banjar Kebon agreed with the request but they wanted to 
compensate the ceremony with 200,000 rupiahs.  
 
The villagers of Banjar Sengguan were offended by this impoliteness. For them, a ceremony could 
not be replaced by 200,000-rupiahs compensation. Then they immediately held a meeting to find 
the best solution for both villages and still required the villagers of Banjar Sengguan to hold a 
sacrifice ceremony. However, when telling the decision of the meeting to the villagers of Banjar 
Kebon, there was a report. It said that there was a Banjar Kebon villager who provoked the 
villagers of Banjar Kebon to hold a sacrifice ceremony. It also said that Banjar Sengguan did not 
want to receive the Rp. 200,000.  Now it made the villagers of Banjar Kebon offended, and it 
ended with a brawl between the youths and the seniors of Banjar Kebon and those of Banjar 
Sengguan. Facing this situation, the figures of both sub-villages (banjar) held a meeting in Banjar 
Kebon at about 10:00 p.m. The agreement achieved was the villagers of both sub-villages made 
peace between them and forgive each other in order to create peaceful and harmonious life as it 
was before.   
However, the dispute continued and in 2002, it even turned more violent than it did in 2000. The 
villagers of both sub-villages had ignored the agreement. Young men and older people of Banjar 
Sengguan fought with young men and older people of Banjar Kebon. It needed dozens of 
policemen to stop the fight and control the situation. Soon after the fight the figures of both sub-
villages, officers of customary village, and government officers held a meeting at 08:00 p.m. from 
which no solution was made. The situation became critical again. Several months after the 
clash/brawl,   in a ceremony in temple of Banjar Kebon, one of the villagers was in trance. The 
possessed person was the intermediary/messenger of the holy words of Ida Batara Barong 
Landung, who said “all villagers of Banjar Sengguan belong to me, not any of them offenses the 
villagers of Banjar Kebon, you must reunite, preserve harmonious and peaceful life, whoever 
disobeys My holy words, shall receive punishment.” Since then, the villagers of Banjar Kebon and 
Banjar Sengguan have lived peacefully with each other. From this fact, it can be seen how 
powerful, noble, and sacred the holy words of Ida Batara Barong Landung are. In Banjar Kebon, 
these words are magical that is strongly believed to be able to solve social conflicts in Singapadu 
Village. 
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C. As Axiomatic Meaning Of Healing 
 
Barong Landung in Singapadu village is different from other in Bali. The Barong Landung in 
Singapadu village has an heirloom, which is a keris (Balinese and Javanese dagger) that is believed 
to have axomatic meaning of religious magical power. It can produce oil that can heal skin diseases 
such as scabies and smallpox that are caused by viruses and black magic. Mangku Jagung further 
said that the treatment is done through a very simple way. It is started by giving small offerings 
(canang) and little money to Ida Batara Barong Landung. The sick person then prays for healing. 
Then pemangku (clergy) applies oil taken from the keris of Ida Batara Ratu Lingsir (male Barong 
Landung) on the sick part or area of body. The sick person also takes the oil home for further 
treatment. People who are sick are required to bathe with kumkuman water, the water taken 
from clean and holy spring and added with fragrant flowers. Usually red hibiscus becomes the 
main requirement which must be used in making kumkuman water. It must be done by the sick 
before applying the oil given by Ida Batara Barong Landung to accelerate the healing. The healing 
process must be completed within nine days and in that time limit the patients have to come to 
the temple every three days to do the same treatment and check the healing process. If there is no 
progress in three days, it is believed that the disease suffered by the sick people is not caused by 
virus but by negative thing that is blackmagic. According to Mangku Jagung, in such situation the 
treatment in the form of ritual will be conducted such as cleansing the sick person in the unseen 
world (niskala) through a ceremony. So in nine days it can be confirmed that the sick person has 
fully recovered from all skin diseases. There are many people, not only Singapadu villagers but also 
the people of other villages, who have been cured. On every good day (dewasa ayu) such as: full 
moon, dead moon, tumpek wayang and kajeng kliwon, there are many people coming to the 
temple to pray and plead healing. 
 
The supernatural power of Ida Bhatara Barong Landung can also be used to guard  children from 
black magic attack. Mangku Jagung said that babies were vulnerable to sekala (the seen world) 
and niskala (the unseen) distrubance. “Especially, the newborn babies are more prefered by the 
people who pursue liak skill,” he added. The babies who are under black magic attack usually cry 
until morning, and it makes their parents panic. To save them from this attack, the parents take 
their babies to the temple and pray to Ida Batara Barong Landung. In a ritual process, tirta (holy 
water) is sprinkled to a sick baby and given to the baby to drink. Right after that the baby stops 
crying. There are many mothers taking their children to the temple where Ida Batara Barong 
Landung resides.  They pray to make their children stop drinking milk from their breast (melas). It 
is because their babies keep doing that eventhough they are already at the age when babies drink 
milk from a bottle. Then, through a similar ritual process where holy water is sprinkled by 
pemangku (priest) and drunk by the baby three times, within three days the baby can be weaned. 
This supernatural power is believed by the people living in the village and outside Singapadu 
village. 
 
D.  As a Vow Payer, Rain Bearer, and Pests Repellent 
 
For Singapadu villagers Ida Batara Barong Landung is the highly honoured God, the source of life, 
safety, fertility and prosperity. This is because Barong Landung dance drama has axiomatic 
meaning of protection, solution, keeping a vow, inviting rain, and pest control. As a form of 
keeping a vow, it is performed if one of the villagers would like to keep the sacred promise 
because he or she has been cured from a long-lasting illness and other diseases, has come back 
safely from a long journey, has recovered from accident and other ordeals. Usually, a person who 
has just survived a severe experience unintentionally promises Ida Bhatara Barong Landung to 
perform. The villagers believe that salvation, peace, prosperity, and welfare are blessings from 
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Him. So in this case the play is done through a ritual that is emphasized on the aximatic meaning 
of keeping the promise. Because there is a belief that, if we do not keep our promise to unseen 
world, our life is in danger and it will be bad also for the life of our descendants.  
 
The supernatural power of Barong Landung dance drama in Singapadu village can also invite rain 
and expell pests in rice fields. The farmers in the Singapadu village get restless and anxious 
because of the long dry season. The rainy season has not started yet, the whole field became very 
dry, and planting could not be done. Drought fields, irrigation water from subak (traditional water 
system in Bali) is inadequate, and sometimes the paddy plants are attacked by very vicious 
farmers’ enemies (pests) such as rats, grasshoppers, bugs, and other pests make the farmers 
confused and panic. 
 
When such things happened, the members of subak farmers group held a meeting in a temple of 
subak called uluncarik temple. In the meeting they decided to perform Barong Landung dance 
drama to beg for blessings and grace so that the Hes would bring the rain down and expel all pests 
that can damage the plants. The ritual Barong Landung dance drama was performed at the 
intersections near the rice fields. When the dance drama is performed, all villagers came to the 
rice fields with offerings given to the Barong Landung and to Dewi (Goddess) Sri, who resides in 
rice fields. The villagers watched the performance hoping and believing that through His power 
and grace all they prayed for would be granted. The priest of Barong Landung said that, because of 
the faith of all of the villagers, after the performance was over, the rain fell and all kinds of pests 
that damaged the plants in the fields had gradually gone. This performance has become a tradition 
in Singapadu village until now (interview, November 4, 2018). 
 
 
 
IV. Conclusion 
 
Barong Landung dance drama is Balinse traditional performing art has spiritual functions and 
axiomatic meaning for sociocultural life. As part of culture, is a work of art created by artists of 
Singapadu village through two inner drives, spiritual and intellectual both of which are related to 
each other. This matter, when profoundly examined, has meaning in the life of its community. In 
the spiritual drive, the emphasis is on the norms and values of humanitarian meaning that acts to 
serve spiritual needs. What is meant by spiritual needs here is not religious needs, but the 
transcendental natural atmosphere which inspires the sense of the artists so that their art works 
are not only physical but also have soul. 
 
Similarly, intellectual drive also has important functions and meaning in the life of the community. 
This drive generates science and technology whose function is to serve physical needs of human. 
Wise use of science can lead human to reach a prosperous, secure, and peaceful life. Furthermore, 
Artadi (2011: 17) says that art work, which is based on elements of the sense (spirituality) and 
elements of intention (intellectuality), is a unity of culture as a system where the elements of 
spirituality act as the core system while the intellectual elements are the sub system that 
surrounds the core sub system that, in its implementation, serves humanity based on morality and 
virtue. Based on this notion, the spiritual functions and axiomatic meanings of Barong Landung 
dance drama as an art work can form cultured human character, strengthen personality and self-
esteem, foster a sense of unity in the community, strengthen confidence and identity, and 
strengthen the faith. From perspective of artistic, philosophical and religious criteria Barong 
Landung dance drama, as part of the culture in the life of the people of Singapadu village has very 
important functions and meaning to build a humane community. 
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Which is one of traditional Balinese performing arts, has highly artistic and philosophical values 
and is a mystical religious sacred art. Its existence in the people's life is believed to have a spirit of 
supernatural power. It is, therefore, having implicitly and explicitly important functions and values 
in the efforts to get blessing or inward-born salvation for all the people and theire area. The 
performance has different style in one place from another in Bali. Each style has high artistic and 
philosophical values that make the art have its own characteristics and attracttion as its identities. 
The diversity of styles found is the trademark characteristic, which makes each performance of 
this art unique, interesting and impressive. Through the quality, trademark, and attraction of its 
show, this art can preserve its existence in the socio-cultural life of the Balinese. It has important 
functions and meanings that surely do not serve merely as entertainment but also as a 
performance, guidance, and order. Visually, Barong Landung is one of tens of Barong types, a 
three-meter-high and 80-cm-wide giant doll/puppet. It is made in the form of a couple, man and 
woman. The functions and meaning of this performance are: as spiritual functions such as: magical 
religous, and offering. Second as axiomatic meaning for healing, protection, a vow payer, rain 
bearer, and pests repellent. With moral and virtuous bases of artists, it can have positive 
implications for developing a humane community. Through its artistic and philosophical values, 
provides guidance, enlightenment, and holiness in life towards enlightenment, beauty, harmony, 
and peace. As a form of formal sanctity in religion, the symbols used in Barong Landung dance 
drama can lead the believers to achieve holiness in the form of love, wisdom, and gloriousness. 
They can also have significantly positive implications for the social life order, which funtions as 
guidance in everyday life. Thus, with its values, has empirically become part of the community’s 
life. It can strengthen the unity, faith, and confidence of the community. It also honors spiritual 
values and maintains harmony: harmonious life between humans, harmony between humans and 
their environment, and harmony between human and God /Ida Sang Hyang Widhi. 
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